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,TECHNIC4L MEMORANDUM NO. 324.
IWLAT ION OF ‘fLILIENTHAL EFFECT H TO DYNAMIC SOARING FLIGHT.*
,By Roderich
Otto ~Jilienthal observed that
Fick.
a flat surface, capable of ro-
tation around a horizontal axis and supported by a counterpoise,
.. .,
oscillates vertically in a natural wind, whereby the momentary
mean value of all the positions of said surface always forms an
angle of 3-4° above the horizontal. The attempted explanations
of this ‘Iupwardcomponent!! long remined fruitless and finally
led to doubting the results themselves and regarding them as er-
rors of observation. On the assumption, however,, that the ob–
servations of the upward component were correct, the turbulence
of the wind was the only possible cause of the phenomenon. Nei-
ther the Knoller-Betz theory nor the variations of the wind in
horizontal flow explained the effect, so long as flat or symmet-
rical profiles were employed, but, even in these cases, the ef-
fect was said to be always produced.
In this article, the phenomenon of the upward component in
the case of flat surfaces will be.referred.to as the llLilienthal
effect.~f otto Lilienthalls further observation that a cambered
s’urface~.fixed at a suitable angle, experiences a forward thrust
,. toward the wind, I ,willhere distinguish from the ~Lilienthal
effect” by calling it the llk~oller-Betz effect,!!because Knoller
—
* From ‘iZeitschrift f&c Flu”gtechnik und Motorluftschiffahrt,”
1924; November 28, pp. 244-246;..and December 12, pp. 258-260.
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and Betz first satisfactorily explained this effect by means of
vertical wind oscillations, at the basis of which, however.,there
lie air motions which the Lilientl@J effect could not produce.
The’Lilienth.al effect is also produced in the case of cambered
airfoils. It will be shown that the same cause, which can pro-
duce the Lilienthal effect on flat airfoils, considerably
strengthens the thrust due to the Knoller-Betz effect.
R. Knoller and Sclmauck have already discovered the condit-
ions of motion of the air~ which can explain the “Lilienthal
effect (Flug- u.ndMotortechnik, Vol. III, No. 22, “Die .Gesetze
des Lufiwiderstandes, n by .R. Knoller; ‘JBeitragzur Erkl&rung des
Segelflugesltby Schmauck, ‘Zeitschrift f~r Flugtechnik und Mot.or-
luftschiffahrt,lt 1913). Neither one, however, discovered absolute
continuity.,but only approximate or limited. Knoller assumes un-
.
symmetrical waves, in which the downward phases are steeper than
the upward phases, while the latter are correspondingly longer,
the flow cross-section and velocity being constant. Schmauck, in
an extension of the work of Betz, takes into consideration, in
addition to the oscillations in direction, the simultaneous os-
cillations in str.engthand thezeby emphasizes the special case,
in which the oscillations in direction and strength coincide in
such manner that the upward-flow”is faster and the downward flow
slower= “The question now arises as to whether there are meteoro-
logical causes for such motion conditions of the air..
Schnell, of Munich, has proposed a method”for calculating
-?,;
IL\
.— .—— -— ———
—
-..,...
.. -
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the enezgy of tu::bulence, necessarily existing near the ground,
from ”the increa~e in the wind velocity with increase in height
above the ground, by fyiction on ground obstacles (.Lecturebefore
the Av iation.convent ion”at Munich in the fall of 1923). Accord-
ing to Schnell, the direction of transmission of the energy of
turbulence in the higher layers of air is necessarily vertical
..
and consequently exerts a iift o-nevery object in the air. The
transmission itself does not show how the lift is produced on an
airfoil.. In order to understand this, the flow around the air-
foil must be considered. From the Lilienthal effect, we must
deduce the conditions of motion of the air, in a way similar tO
that described by Knoller and Schmauck, and the meteorological
cause of such a condition of motion must th~ be sought in
Schnell”lsvertical direction of transmission.
It is now important to get a clear idea of the magnitude
the Lilienthal effect on the basis of a possible flow pattern
and to conpare the result with the ~oller–Betz effect alone.
of
Corresponding to the method of Prof. W. Hoff (Z.F.M., Vol.
13; pp. 276-278), a sinuous w“ind is taken as the basis, in which,
however, the ascending flow velocities are greater than the de-
scending. A streamline must fulfill the condition
and simultaneously let
V. = n ~oo n > 1>
1—-””
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in which plo is the greatest angle and ~’”the smallest angle
formed by the streamline with the horizontal at the distance
from an ordinate 2=0. X= 2 lT/L and L. is the wave length,
Vo is the maximum and Voo the minimum flow velocity.
Fig. 1 is the flow diagram which strictly fulfills the con-
tinuity conditions. It is produced by shifting all the stream-
line points the same optional small amount K in a direction
which forms the angle ~. with the horizontal. The flow pattern
can be continued as far as desired perpendicular to the plane of
the diagram. ‘
Since
we have
If
we then
On
IQ_=b
yoo so
sin($ - ~&) = ~
K
’00 ‘o
= —=— .
so Voo
the horizontal line AB; at
gin t = O,..the flow velocity’is
(1)
the distance 1“ from the ori-
(2)
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and the direct ion is
For n = 1 we have the special case of the Knoll er-Betz
theory. Formulas (1), (2) and (3) then become
(5)
p’ = p’. sin(ht) (6)
since At=O, consequently 1 = 1’-
For small values of P’09 formula (5) approximates
and hence t’nevelocity of flow is ‘nearly constant.
The flow diagram for n = 2 is plotted in Fig. 1. We will
now endeavor to find what power the same glider can receive from
the wind in the flow diagram for n = 2 and in the flow diagram
for n = 1, $6 being 20° and the mean wind velocity being the
same in both cases. For n = 2, we take v = 14 m/s.
.
From formula (1) we obtain .
$ = 47.5°, ‘~ - ~~ = 27.5°
In Fig. 2 the flow velocities were calculated from formulas
(2) and (3) multiplied by the cosine of the corresponding angles
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of flow in terms
velocity Vm=
of ~ and we obtain the mean horizontal wind
1 L
%l=~of v
‘Wewill first consider the
6
cos ~’ d Z = 9.26 m/s
case of flight against the wind
and infinite inertia of the airplane, which is permissible for
a sufficiently high frequency. Moreover the airfoil constantly
maintains the angle of attack of least drag. The horizontal ve-
locity vF of the airplane will then be such that
H 10 =JTH1dt=O
o
in which T is the duration pe”riod, HI the drag at the time
t, also
Hl= ch
~ ‘R2 $
and %1 is the drag coefficient.
The present investigation is based on the polar diagram em-
Hoff in his article (Z.F.M.ployed by W. 1922, p. 276) and a 16 m2
airfoil. For different values. of “vF, at the time t, hence
at the distance t from the point 1 = O (Fig. 1), the angle of
attack @ of “thewind and its velocity VR, before being affect-
ed by the wing, were determined according to
tan~ =
v sin~’
v~ + v Cospx
and
K.A.C.A. Technical Memorandum
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1
from Fig~ 39 using the curve
... ...~.. -, - -, ..~
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for ~ at the time t were taken
ch plotted against ~. These
valubs wbre multiplied by VR2 and plotted against t and thus
was obtained.
“This rendered it possible to plot HIO against
‘F and to
determine, by the intersection of the connecting curve with:~he
abscissa, the value of VF for which HIO = O. ln the case un-
der consideration, it was found to be
‘F ‘ 16 m/s
From Fig. 4 we obtain, for this VF as the mean value VIO
of all the vertical forces,
T ofTCv=,VI* = J- VR2d t = 506 kg
i.e., our 16 m2 airplane would
tal flight with a full load of
,,,
horizontal flight in still air
,.-
just “Deable to maintain horizon–
506 kg. The necessary
is approximately I
power for
G A2~ 506 X 4 1 506“m p ‘= 75 16 X 250 = 9.62 HP.
in which ~’ is the mean flight coefficient, hence the mean of all
CL3/CD2 for the same range of angles of attack, which occur in
dynamic soaring flight. For our airplane, this flight coeffici–
entO~~i%bout 250.
.
If we now take for our basis a flow pattern in which n = 1
and the mean wind velocity is the same, i.e., 9.26 m/s, W = 20°,
N.A.C.A. Te>hnical
giving the case of
ditions.
..
We obtain the
1=0, from
v=
the Betz theory under otherwise the same con-
flow velocities, at the distance 2 from
Cos 8 ‘o
v. ——-
U Ccmpl’
and the mean horizontal magnitude of wind velocity from
C(3Sp’o
‘m
.vo—
cos~i’“ Cosp’ = Vo Cosp’o
The mean horizontal magnitude of wind velocity is therefore
constant and should be 9.26 m/s. it correspdfids therefore to the
magnitude of wind velocity for p’= o“*
The value of VF, fo~ Which Hlo ~ G, is found in the same
way as mhen n = 2 (Fig. 5).
We get +F = 13 m/s.
H10 i OJT Cvl v~’= o, VIO = ; d t = 368 kg.
~=368x4 j - 368
75 J 16 X 250
= 5.95 HP.
For n = 2, the deducible power is therefore about 62%
greater than for n = 1. T-his~as the most favorable case under
the Knoller-Betz theory. In the simplest case the deducible pom–
er is considerably smaller, but there is a greater percentage in-
crease for n = 2 as compared with n = 1, due to the camber
of the airfoil.
We will now investi~te, for the same two flow patterns, the
.*__
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simplest case, in which the airfoil remains in a constant nega-
tive
been
wil1
,,. , ..-
angle of attack T. ““We he~e assu~e Y = - 4°.
Since I have at my disposal no better profile, which has
tested at a sufficiently large nc~tive angle of attack,. I
employ the profile Rumpler CI from TB ‘II, p. 33, though this
profile is very unfavorable for the case in hand. In Fig. 6,
Ch and Cvl are plotted against @ for this profile. 8 m/s is
1
found as the airplane velocity corresponding to the flow pattern
n= 2, for which the drag vanishes. I-nFig. 7, ~1 VR2 and
ch vR2 are again plotted against t for .vF = 8 m/s, and we1
hav c
The polar diagram of the profile Ru CI gives the flight
coefficient
~ = cL3~cD2 - as 22.5. The mean flight coeffici- ~
max
cnt 8’; therefore, can surely not be over 20, so that, in the
most unfavorable case, the &educible power will be
F~=~ .GF =36x475 g’ 75
& the same manner the result for
n=l is found from Fig. 8 to be .
H 10 = o, Vlo = +OJT.CV.1
1 36 =.0.645 HPs16 X 20
the flow pattern for
.~R2 d t = 21.8 kg
and .
75 mo=09303mc~=21x8x”4
1=
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The ir.crease in the Knoll er-Betz effect is therefore, in
the simplest Case, about l15fifor n = 2, as compared with
A considerably greater increase can be expected with bet- ‘::
—
.-
n= 1.
teT profiles.
The relative data obtained indicate the following:
14 The best modern gliders (such as the Vampyr and Geheim-
rath) should, according to their dynamic power requirement of
about 2.5 HP., be capa,kleof turbulence soaring flight in “the
,
most favorable casel~of ‘theKnoller–Betz theory.
Nothing of that kind, however, happened, even in the case
of airplanes which were supposed to steer automatically according
to the Betz diagram. From this we might conclude either that
IItllemost favorable casesteering according to 1’is impossible, or
that the flow diagram, taken as the basis, corresponds in no waY
to reality.
2. The “simplest case” affords possible power deductions,
which, in the evaluation of the flights of the Strolch, Konsul
and Hawa 6, must have been already very noticeable. If dynamic
effects were not noticed, however, (i.e., if sinking speed and
coefficient of glide corresponded, both with wind and in gliding
flight with no wind, to those theoretically determined for static
soaring flight, wc might conclude
capable of improving the flight.
either n or ~~ or both values
that turbulence is in no waY
In the cases here considered,
must have been assumed too
high, or the flow pattern must have been disturbed by other mete-
NQA. C.A. Technical .Memorandum No. 324 11
.
orological ca,uses.
“-” In opposition to this, however, stands the Lilienthal ef-
fect, which still declares that the resultant of all the dynamic
forces, at least in flight against the wind with a velocity
equal to that of the wind, must be directed upward 3-4°.
Wc will investigate the wind itself, with reference to its
Lilienthal effect, for our case n = 2. We will assume that the
flow pattern moves with such a velocity against the Lilienthal
vane that a sufficiently high frequency is produced and that the
inertia of the experimental arrangement can be regarded as infi-
nite. The velocity of the flow pattern, in the present investi–
gation may be regarded as independent of the wind velocity. It
simply defines the period or frequency (similar to the propaga-
tion of water waves without horizontal displacement of the water
particles).
We will resolve the wind of the flow pattern, at the time
t, into a vertical and a horizontal component. The vertical
component
‘Y ‘s
‘Y =vsin~’,
and the horizontal component
Vx = v Cos p:
The continuity is expressed by
fTvy sin(3’= O.
0
If we construct the squares of the flow velocities (hence
..
—
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the 16-fold pressures, in consideration of
q= +, ‘6= 0.125) ‘ .
and multiply these values by the sine or cosine of the corre-
sponding flow inclinations, thus obtaining
‘Y 2 sin~’ and VX2 cos~’
and plot these values against values-of t, we obtain from Fig.
9, T
~ f VY2 sir$’d t = + 6.0 and $ ; Vx’ cos~’d t = 9200
0 0
and therefrom the Lilienthal effect through
‘ t~na.&aS a=3 o 441
Hence, for the flow pattern employed, n and ~~were so
chosen that the magnitude of the Lilienthal effect was limited.
We must therefore conclude:
1. That the flow pattern for n = 2, taken as the basis,
may approximate reality.
2. That steering according to the Betz diagram for “the
most favorable case!’was no$ successful.
3. That the simplest case of the Knoller-Betz theory occurs
in every soaring flight. The
for-the static soaring flight
formula
calculated minimum sinking velocity
.
is represented by the well known
Al
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both imperceptible (higher) and perceptible
frequency is, however, present in every wind. The latter condi-
tion is demonstrated by the need of steering movements to maintain
equilibrium, The angle of attack for cL3/~2ux, .mn, for.glid-
ing flight, be contimmmsiy maintained onlyin still air. - ln a
wind, the value of
cL3’c32mqdx only occurs incidentally~ since”
then even with a stationa:~yairplane, the angle of attack of the
.,
wind is subject to contirr~al .~hs.nges.The sinking speed must
therefore be greater in a ?windjbeing approxi~tely vs =
m,
in which t’ is a mean value whick.denotes, during a period, a max-
imum value of cL3/cD2 attained ~~omentarily at time t.
According to the quantitative evaluation of the Betz diagram
in IIthemost favorable casellby Prof. W. Hoff, we would have, in
a wind, a 25% greater minicmm sinking speed relative to the wind.
This did not prove to be the case. Hence:
4. There is no pure static soaring flight. A portion of the
flight power is always automatically derived from the turbulence;
how much is still to be determined. For the present, the dyn.arnic
power seems to increase the
and to prevent, by stee’ring
cient of glide. A foothold
diminution of & = c~’1~’ to t’
max
motions, the diminution of the coeffi-
can be obtained
in this article. One can compare the power
best gliders ‘e.g., the Hawa 6,,
‘stat %IE.== Vs 75
which, with
0.447 x 145
75
from the data given
requirement
15 m2 area,
= 00866 HP.
of the
is
I
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,-
vith the results of Figs. 7—8, vhich give the pos sible pomcr on
the basis of winds of G.6 and 0.3 HP. for 16 m2
5. There is no use in developing, for the
alone, the highest cL3/CD&x and cL/cDrmx,
area.
glider profile
but only the
highest mean .valucs, since soaring flight is attem.ptedonly in
a wind. The vibrat ion amplitudes are -notyet known. Lilienthal
effect dLoes
n could be
tion of the
not produce them
greater and ~‘c
resultant of all
‘or the wind here tested,si:ncc,.
~l.~~~~.r, nithout changing the direc-
tkc i~yzla~flicpressures. The i~ost
favorable profiles for soaring flight vould therefore have to
be found by direct imeasurements of lift and drag on experiment-
al airfoils in a natural vind.
Translation by Dwigh-tE. Uiner,
National Advisory Committee
for Aeronautics.
.
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